Step change in the efficiency of centrifugation through cell engineering: co-expression of Staphylococcal nuclease to reduce the viscosity of the bioprocess feedstock.
Cell engineering to enable step change improvements in bioprocessing can be directed at targets other than increasing product titer. The physical properties of the process suspension such as viscosity, for example, have a major impact on various downstream processing unit operations. The release of chromosomal DNA during homogenization of Escherichia coli and its influence on viscosity is well-recognized. In this current article we demonstrate co-expression of Staphylococcus aureus nuclease in E. coli to reduce viscosity through auto-hydrolysis of nucleic acids. Viscosity reduction of up to 75% was achieved while the particle size distribution of cell debris was maintained approximately constant (d(50) = 0.5-0.6 microm). Critically, resultant step change improvements to the clarification performance under disc-stack centrifugation conditions are shown. The cell-engineered nuclease matched or exceeded the viscosity reduction performance seen with the addition of exogenous nuclease removing the expense and validation issues associated with such additions to a bioprocess. The resultant material dramatically altered performance in scale-down mimics of continuous disc-stack centrifugation. Laboratory scale data indicated that a fourfold reduction in the settling area of a disc-stack centrifuge can be expected due to a less viscous process stream achieved through nuclease co-expression with a recombinant protein.